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PURPOSE

Use this worksheet following Essentials Training 2 for training purposes.

● Task Management
● Processing Payments Out of The Workflow
● Counter Sales
● Credit Notes or Returns
● Refunds
● Correcting Transaction Errors
● Estimations
● Patient Reminders
● Certificates
● Documents

1. Task Management

1.1. Navigate to Workflow Module > Worklist Workspace
Practice navigating through the worklist using the week, day forward and back
buttons

1.2. Change the worklist View to see the other views available

1.3. Click on the drop down and view the other worklists available

1.4. Navigate to a blank spot and add 4 Follow up Tasks

1.5. Edit 2 tasks and complete them

1.6. Edit 2 tasks and delete them

2. Processing Payments Out of the Workflow

2.1. Make a payment for a deposit for an upcoming surgery for $500 on EFTPOS -
include a note in the payment section

2.2. Make a payment on an overdue account that needs to be paid off on a customer
that has not been seen for a consultation today. To find a debtor these are located
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under Reporting > Debtors. Use one of these customers as they will have an
outstanding account

3. Counter Sales

3.1. Create a counter sale that is attached to a customer but no patient is referenced
in the invoice. This will display as a counter sale in the customer account.

3.2. Create an OTC sale for some pet food and a collar with no customer or patient
records specified

3.3. Create an invoice linked to a customer and a patient. This will display in the
customer account and in the patient charges.

4. Credit Notes or Returns

4.1. Create a credit note for a customer that is returning a product - ensure you find
the original invoice with the item on it and note down the price the customer paid

4.2. Leave the account in credit this amount to use off of another invoice at a later
stage

4.3. Find another customer and create another credit note for a product that the
customer is returning

3. Refunds

3.1. From the previous step refund the customer the total amount for the credit note
back to the customer in cash

5. Correcting Transaction Errors - Reversals

5.1. Correct a transaction error for a customer. Have a look at the account screen for
the payment and correct the error by reversing and paying off the account using
the correct payment method

5.2. Ensure the balance is $0.00 once finished, if processed correctly

6. Estimations
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6.1. Create an estimate linked to a customer and patient

6.2. Ensure estimates are created in full details with medications, laboratory, hospital
fees, surgery fees, consumable items etc

6.3. Remember to utilise the high and low feature

6.4. You can invoice the estimate once you are finished with it if you wish to convert it
to an invoice

3. Patient Reminders

3.1. Add a patient reminder manually by navigating to the patient medical reminders >
reminders tab and selecting New

3.2. Add a patient reminder by invoicing a product that has a reminder linked to it. For
example an annual vaccination. Check that the reminder has been generated after
the invoicing is completed.

3.3. Edit an existing reminder by changing the due date

3.4. Complete a reminder manually by updating the status. This may be required in a
scenario where a customer mentions that the pet has had a vaccination elsewhere
or if a dental check reminder was in place and the teeth were checked in
consultation

4. Certificates

4.1. Print a vaccination certificate by invoicing a product that has a vaccination
certificate attached to it

4.2. Print a sterilisation certificate by invoicing a desexing that has a certificate
attached to it

4.3. Find a patient that has previously been invoiced a vaccination and re-print their
certificate

5. Documents

5.1. Create an admission form to be printed for a patient that is staying in hospital.
This can be performed by navigating to the patient medical records > Document
tab and selecting New > Form. Find the form and select OK to add to the patient
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documents.

5.2. Create a prescription letter for the same patient. This can be performed by
navigating to the patient medical records > Document tab and selecting New >
Letter. Find the letter in the available templates and select OK to add to the
patient documents.
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